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I. INTRODUCTION 

The recently synthesized cuprate oxide superconductors having 

transition temperatures T up to 114K /l,Z,S/ are very interesting 
c 

research objects both from theoretical and experimental aspects. A 

major attention herein has been paid to the mechanism(s) of the 

formation cf the superconducting state, in particular, whether it 

is mediated by phonons or not. It is well known that within the 

BCS theory the phonon mechanism is supported by the experimental 

observation of the effect of isotope substitution on the 

t~ansition temperature Tc. The mass dependence of Tc is expressed 

through T- M-a, where M is the isotopic mass and a is usually 
c 

around 0.5. Thus, in the light of the new high-T superconductors 
c 

the isotope effect becomes an important issue with respect to 

testing any theory intending to explain such high rc·s. 

Recently, an oxygen isotope effect in both the LaSrCuO and YBaCuO 

systems has been observed / 4
'
5
/. Although the observed shifts in 

T were smaller than one would expect fro~ the BCS theory, ( 

0.~-!~~ ~=~ ~=S~~~~ ~~~ :~-~ ~-~::~ ~~.- '-' ,c;:; T 

indicate that phonons are yet involved in superconductivity. 

Structural studies of the high-T~ cuprate oxides have led to the 

identification of La Ba CuD as an analogy of K NiF / 7
/ and 

z-x x 4 2 4 

YBa
2
Cu

9
0

7
_x to be a previous 1 y unknown oxygen-deficient 

perovskite/8 ./.Evidence of structural instabilities and the 

existence of soft modes in LaSrCuO system have been 

YBa Cu 0 
z 9 7 

reported /9--i.Z/ The study of the phonon behaviour of by 

neutron inelastic scattering show larger phonon density states in 

lower frequency modes rather than in high frequency 
/8/ 

ones 

Another interesting feature, namely a possible softening of the 

high frequency breathing mode was observed /t•/ in YBa
2
Cu

9
0

7
.Thus, 

these two types of the oxygen vibration,e.g., the high frequency 

in-plane bond-stretching mode and the low frequency out-of-plane 

one, the so-called bond-bending mode are of interest within the 

conventional electron-phonon mechanism. As superconductivity is 

observed in ceramic and crystalline states, it is practical to 

apply the cluster appro~imation method in the theoretical 

consideration of superconductivity in these compounds. On the 
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other hand taking into account the sufficient difference in the 

masses of oxygen and copper, one can make use of a quasi-local 

mode describing the vibration of the oxygen ion, only. 

Calculations of the electronic structure/iS/ demonstrate 

overlapping of the 3d states of copper with the 2p states of 

oxygen resulting in strong coovalency which in its turn might 

cause a strong anharmonicity for the oxygen vibration. Therefore, 

by considering the electron-phonon interaction in the new high-T 
c 

compounds it is important to take into account the effect of 

anharmonicity. 

II. MODEL OF THE ANHARMONIC QUASI-LOCAL MODE 

We suggest for the vibration of the oxygen ions a double-well 

anharmonic model potential 

\Jlx)=-A"f.-.2 /2. +E>x.4 +A2 /4~, (~) 
where A and B are positive and related through 

\J 
0 

= A2 
/ 4 ~ and X 0 = (A I '6 J i/'l. 

to real physical quantities, the central barrier height and it's 

average width, respectively,thus 2x
0 

being the distance between 

the two minima of the potential.Units are used where ~=k 8=1. 
H~ Cl lltca'-.'-t::'r u; ;a._~, ;:::,c::v...- 0 a! c:r. ..... '!..!-,.::::;.,-:,/CS.t!S,tcS/ ~ . .:.·:= ===~ ~~!.~'; ..,.....,.,.. 

"Gaussian barrier" type double-well potential function, superposed 

of a Gaussian and a harmonic oscillator potential function. 

Although this construction merits attention from a perturbative 

theoretical point of view, for a good approximation to it the 

knowledge of three independent properties is required, whereas 

for the potential (1) only one free parameter 

f3 = Wo 14 Uo ~ ( '2) 

where w =~is a characteristi~ frequency;and m, the reduced 
o m 

mass of the Cu-0-Cu cluster, thus a complete substitution of 0
16 

by 0 18 in the cluster is simulated through decreasing ~ by 5%. 

In this respect, it is rather advantageous to work with the 

potential function (1). 

On the other hand (1) is more physical and has been used to 

describe vibrational effects. Here, we recall the work /l?/ 

explaining the infrared spectra of H-bonded solids. Moreover it 

should be pointed out that this potential was used to describe 

2 

structu~al phase transitions of order-disorder or displacive 

types/96
/. Indeed, if the central barrier height 

transition due to ordering takes place, whereas 

displacement of atoms between the two minima occurs. 

U » T 
0 

if U « T 
0 

This fact 

a 

a 

and 

the observation of structural instabilities and soft modes in the 

cuprate oxides provide a reasonable background for applying this 

potential to the new superconducting materials. 

By introducing the dimensionless coordinate and energy 

~ = X/ Xo and E.,::: E'., I Ua ( 3) 
the Schr6dinger equation 

-\ 1 /2m)d2 ifJcx)/dx2 + Uo<)lpl.x) = E'n'P<x) (4) 
is converted into the following form 

-d 2 'fc ~)I de .. 11 fo 2 [U-:fi- E.,J'f<e) = o. (5) 

which was numerically solved for a broad set of the dimensionless 

parameter ~. yielding the energy spectrum E of the anharmonic 
n 

oscillator. For the sake of certainty of the results we carried 

out the calculations by two different methods: 

(i) A finite difference approach substituting the differential 

operator by a series of the central difference operator up to the 

sixth power, thus transforming the Schr6dinger equation into an 

~lnPhr.:.ir PinflllnvPIIIlltP nrnhlPm /tB.ts>/ ~ - - . . 
(ii)Direct numerical integration and shooting method'20~1'. 

The sufficient reproducibility of the results was demonstrated by 

the coincidence of the eigenvalues to the 8th figure.The 

anharmonic eigenfunctions ~jx)are expanded in terms of 

eigenfunctions u.(x) of the harmonic oscillator 
J 

'f.., (><) 
NmaJI. 

~ aj uJ· l><) 
J•O 

be unity 

the 

(6) 

within 
Nmox 

where NmGX is fixed by the condition that La~ 
j:O J 

a given accuracy.A study on the convergence accuracy of (6l 

indicates that it improves from 0.25% to better than 0.0001% when 

the number of the expansion coefficients is increased from 40 to 

100. This demonstrates the strong effect of the dnharmanl=ltv o:-

the eigenfunctions and difficulties related to 3 p~rt~rba~l-e 

treatment of the problem. 

In FIG.l the vibrational frequencies & given by 

" 
n,J =E,;Uo "'(EJ -EJUo 

3 

(7) 



a~e plotted vs. ~.Fo~ la~ge heights of the cent~al barrier, e.g. 

fo~ small ~·s the t~ansitions are due to tunnelling. Compa~ing 

ou~ ~esults with those obtained within the WKB app~oKimation 

(dashed line in FIG.1)/ZZ/ we found a good ag~eement fo~ & up 
Ot 

to the value (lr-0.1195 while fo~ highe~ levels a significant 

deviation is obse~ved as well as fo~ &
01 

at la~ge~ ~·.. The 

vib~ational frequency tends to saturate with increasing ~(smaller 

not U
0

), which means the oscillator seems 

anharmonic i ty. 10 ,-------------------, 
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This behaviour of the ~nergy spectrum is illustrated in FIG.2 in 
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Fig.2. Dependence of the ratio A"t+J,j.tJ..jc;_,j on fo 

Here is 
o.,.l,,•l = E1·1- E\•1 (8) 

The~e, one can see two features of the above ratio,demonstrating 

for higher levels weak and for lower ones strong 

dllharmon1city.This feature is also observed in the dependence of 

the mean square amplitude of vibration (Table 1) 

anharmonicity. For the mean square amplitude of 

calculated by 

Q2 =<0\~ 2 \1> (9) 

on the 

vibration 

we found that while for larger ~ it steadily increases with 

temperature, for lower values of p an oscillating behaviour is 

observed. 
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Table 1. The mean-square amplitude of vibration (dimensionless) 

for different values of ~.Underneath the corresponding eigenvalues 

En (dimensionless) are given. n is the order number of the energy 

levels. 

~n {} ____ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B. 
-------------------------------------------------------------· 

.125 .951 .932 .753 .785 .452 .718 .717 .815 .897 
En .242 .243 .681 .689 .985 1.09 1.30 1.53 1. 77 
.42 .650 .922 .801 1.08 1.24 1.38 1.54 1.65 1. 79 
En .631 .842 1. 79 2.71 3.84 5.12 6.51 8.00 9.57 
.6 .594 1.01 1.04 1.31 1.53 1.69 1.89 2.04 2.27 
En .777 1.33 2.82 4.48 6.41 8.58 10.88 13.37 15.99 
.84 .597 1.13 1.29 1. 59 1.68 2.07 2.32 2.51 2.73 
En 

I 
.982 2.12 4.51 7.26 10.41 13.89 17.64 21.64 25.85 

III1 EFFECT OF ANHARMONICITY ON ELECTRON-PHONON INTERACTION 

In this section we apply the numerical results to calculate the 

transition temperature T and the isotopic shift 6T of the 
c c 

high-Tc superconductors within a conventional phonon mediated 

mechanism for the attractive electron-electron interaction. In 

f t . /23/ . t. K ac , ~t was shown that trans~ ~on temper~tures up to 40 can 

be eKplained within the phonon mechanism. Moreover, values of 

gets for 

Tc 

as high as 90K are possible /.Llfl 
provided one the 

electron-phonon coupling values around 2.However, the pure phonon 

mechanism in the harmonic approKimation fails to eKplain the 

eKperimentally observed 90K in the YBaCuO compound 1241 

Our starting point to study the anharmonic effect on the 

electron-phonon interaction is the anharmonic 

superconductors proposed in 1251 . In this 

model 

papiPr, 

of high-Tc 

within a 

two-level approKimation by applying the two-time Green function 

technique the Eliashberg equation and the following relation for 

the coupling constant X
8 

were obtained 

A "NI())<J5
2>xs, s (Jo) 

where N<o>,J and x denote the density of states at Fermi level . . 
EF,the deformation potential and the static susceptibility of the 

lattice, respectively. The latter is described in a two-level 

approKimation by 

A.s = 2x~ tL th U1
0

, t2T) 
Qo, 

( ~ 1) 

6 

) 

J 

where K 0,=K 0~ 0, is the 

moment between the states 

derived from the spectral 
-1 

= z-i L. e-:TE., 
X, n,m 

matriK element of the dipole 

p
0 

and f>,. EM pression ( 11) can be 

representation 
-T'to...,- E.,) 

1- e 2 
(E..,-E.,)/Uo-l>)/\...lo <.VY'Il~lV\>' (~2.) 

where Z=I: e- Er/! in the static limit w =0 by considering the 

two lowest levels,only 
1391

• Thus, in accordance with the energetic 

criterion for the application of the two-level model given in 

FIG.2 we consider the case ~<0.9, because namely in that region 

the two lowest levels are separated from the higher 

large energy gap relative to the energy difference 

lower limit of ~ can be estimated by the relation 

levels by a 

(E -E ) . The 
• 0 

(?).We reckon 

the frequency 0 , in the case of the soft bond bending mode at 
9~4 35/ range 10-30meV ' .Then, for values of ~-0.2 U

0 
becomes very 

large (-1000 meV) which is unphysical.In contrast with it in the 

region ~0.4+0.8 

of ~ in this range 

U
0 

takes values between 10-150meV, thus values 

can be considered as physically meaningful. 

The transition temperature has been calculated by the general 

relation 

Tc = Qo• f (As ' 1'") ' ( 13) 

where 0 i c; t hc:a -f rc:ant t.anr v n-f f-hD ,.........,,...,....,...,.... 

o• • 
consideration, f(X•,~ ) eMpresses the dependence of Tc on the 

coupling constant and the Coulomb pseudopotential and is given for 

the weak and strong coupling cases by the McMillan 1261 and the 

Allan-Dynes 
1271 

formulas, r~spectively. 

f(ll.,f'.)=0,83exp(-1 104(1+,\4)/g) foT r...d • (~4) 
( • 'l./J l/2 ~/3 
1 ()\~, ~) : O,BJ\:1 +0.-sl/\,) ) el(.p(-1,04(1+~s)/g) ~OT 11,>1' US) 

where 

i\,=2.,46<~·3,eJ'I•) > g ·P·s-J!~- o,Sel\ • .f*)/4,04. 

Differentiating (/3) with respect to the isotopic mass one obtains 

the following relation for the relative shift in T 

b Tc =die lie = -.,(dm /-m 

where 

o~..= o5CH~Iit.)u- ~.cU ' c dp fdA 
J!2_ <if) 
f ~,..· • 

C 1S) 

( 17) 

The isotope effect thus depends on A• and ~· through the second 

term while the first term gives the effect of the anharmonicity on 

7 



a. The modification of the f.-equency .6.&. due to 
' 

the the value of 

va.-iation 1>(1 is plotted in FIG.3 showing a satu.-ation fa.- the weak 

and almost vanishing fa.- the st.-ongly anha.-monic case. 

To calculate the coupling constant we estimate 

following .-anges 12&-SO/, 

)( 

0 
(0.1+0.3)1'! " 8 

N(o) = (1+3)states/eV 7 

J2 .. (0. 5+1) (eV/1'!)
2

• . 6 

~~ 
4 

2 

6/~//: 
!
// 
/ . 

I./~' 

x
0

,No 

0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2 fi-

and J~ 

FIG.3.The change of the vibrational frequency due' to variation 

of (J. 1- &0_.; 2- &2 •• ; 3-e,.,,.; 

in 

As fa.- 0
0

• the choice of the mode at p.-esent cannot take 

unambiguously. Actually the high-f.-equency bond-st.-etching 

place 

mode 

has so fa.- been conside.-ed by authors /Si,ZS,Zo&-/, to be many 

Neve.-theless,bond-bending-type .-esponsible fa.- high T·s. 
c 

inte.-actions a.-e able to p.-oduce la.-ge coupling constants because 

of the high pola.-izability / 24
'
90/.This idea has been backed up by 

the obse.-vation of unusual la.-ge Debye-Walle.- facto.-s in Y8a 2Cu 90 7 

/Z&,U/.8y an app.-op.-iate combination of the st.-uctu.-al and 

elect.-onic data it is possible to obtain t.-ansition tempe.-atu.-es 

in the .-egion of 90K, 

f.-equency of which is 
/29,.2"',.9!5/ within the 

even fo.- the soft bond-bending mode,the 

assumed to be in the .-ange 10-30 meV 

anha.-monic model.Conce.-ning the isotope 

effect we state that it is much mo.-e complicated than in the 

ha.-monic limit. As is shown in FIG.4 even an inve.-se isotope 

effect is possible fo.- T <33K,while in the na.-.-ow .-egion 34-35K 
c 

8 

a 

nea.-ly ze.-o o.- heavily supp.-essed one is obse.-ved.At Tc slightly 

above 36K a lies in the .-ange 0.1-0.2, depending on (J;thus, it is 

in ag.-eement with expe.-imental obse.-vation fo.- the LaS.-CuO 

system.Howeve.-, fo.- highe.- Tc we found normal isotope effect with 

a t.-end of a to inc.-ease with tempe.-atu.-e and then to satu.-ate at 

0.3-0.4, which is in cont.-adiction with the up-to-date obse.-ved 

t.-end of a to dec.-ease/94
/. 

0.4 r:-----------
b) 0.4 ~ a) 

I o.2 

~ 0 

-0.2' I ·.I-, - I I 

0 2 

lis-
3 ' 

0.2 

• 'tS 0 

·0.2 

0 3 4 

lis-

FIG.~-The dependence of the constant of the isotope effect a on 

the electron-phonon coupling. a) IJ=0.8~; b) (J:O.~ ; 1- ~
8

=0; 
2- ~·=0.1; 3- ~8=0.2; The arrows -values of a at T =361. c 

We conclude f.-om au.- nume.-ical calculation that in the anharmonic 

model the phonon mechanism pe.-mits one to obtain an agreement with 

the experimentally observed isotope effect in the LaSrCuO system ( 

a- 0.1-0.2 whereas it is ·not the case for the YBaCuO 

system.This may be an indication that higher energy levels have to 

be taken into account,the more so as we have found an oscillating 

behaviour of the mean square amplitude of vibration(Table 

!),otherwise a nonphonon mechanism should be considered. It is 

interesting to note that there is a qualitative ag.-eement between 

our numerical calculations and the estimation of the isotope 

effect with the "Gaussian barrier" type potential /S!1/.0ur main 

conclusion is that the two-level approximation is applicable in 

that region of (J whe.-e the energy spectrum of the anharmonic 

oscillator has the feature that E is under the central bar.-ie.-
o 

while the next level E~ is above it confirming the suggestion for 

the applicability of a two-level model/H/. This is consistent 

with the behaviour of the static susceptibility X• We studied the 

convergence of (12) taking into account up to four levels. As one 

9 



can see f~om Table 2. it is conve~gent,thus the application of the 

two-level app~o~imation is justified. A mo~e detailed study of the 

tunneling effect in a double-well potential e.g., ~egion with 

small ~was ~epo~ted elsewhe~e /S?/ 

Table 2.The static susceptibility x (dimensionless) calculated by 

taking into account 2,3 and 4 levels,~espectively to~ th~ee 

different values of ~at T=92K. 

_:_1 x. 

.2 262.191 262.199 262.208 

.'5 

1.0 

3.236 

• 711 

3.249 

.719 

3.251 

.720 

Finally, we would like to e~press ou~ g~atitude to D~.N.M.Plakida 

fo~ pointing out the p~oblem and helpful 

Prof.M.G.Meshcheryakov for supporting the work. 
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